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Donald Davidson on Action, Mind and Value (Logic in Asia: Studia Logica Library)Springer, 2020

	
		This book brings together a wide range of innovative reflections on the pivotal role that Davidson’s concept of agency plays in his later philosophy and its impact on his epistemology, his philosophy of language and mind, and his philosophy of values.  The authors critically assess central elements of Davidson’s program...
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HTML5 Multimedia Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Maybe you've heard the story—or probably urban legend—about the university that didn't lay any grass or pour any concrete when it first opened, leaving the campus grounds as solid dirt. Then, as students began to traverse the campus from one class to the next, campus planners mapped the common paths they took, and then...
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Bingsop's Fables: Little Morals for Big BusinessHarvard Business School, 2011

	For more than twenty years, Stanley Bing has peerlessly explained corporate culture and strategy with wit and insight. Now he brings us this engaging and instructive book of white-collar fables that have charmed generations of businesspeople since Greece was glorious and Rome was grand, brilliant gems of wisdom flowing from the pen of the...
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Merciful Judgments and Contemporary Society: Legal Problems, Legal PossibilitiesCambridge University Press, 2011

	Merciful Judgments in Contemporary Society: Legal Problems/Legal Possibilities explores the tension between law's need for and dependence on merciful judgments and suspicions that regularly accompany them. Rather than focusing primarily on definitional questions or the longstanding debate about the moral worth and importance of mercy,...
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The New Accountability: Environmental Responsibility across BordersEarthscan, 2005
In contemporary debates about democratic governance, the concept of accountability is hard to avoid. At least from a European perspective, recent innovations in political and administrative decision-making have multiplied opportunities for citizens to hold to account those who exercise governmental authority. Or so we are told. Whether busy...
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Safety-Critical Systems: Problems, Process and Practice: Proceedings of the Seventeenth Safety-Critical Systems Symposium Brighton, UK, 3 - 5 February 2009Springer, 2009


	The Safety-critical Systems Symposium (SSS), held each February for seventeen

	consecutive years, offers a full-day tutorial followed by two days of presentations

	of papers. This book of Proceedings contains all the papers presented at SSS’09.





	The first paper accompanies the tutorial, which addresses one of the...
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